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EGT2
ENGINEERING TRIPOS PART IIA

Tuesday 27 April 2021 1.30 to 3.10

Module 3C8

MACHINE DESIGN

Answer not more than three questions.

All questions carry the same number of marks.

The approximate percentage of marks allocated to each part of a question is indicated
in the right margin.

Write your candidate number not your name on the cover sheet and at the top of
each answer sheet.

STATIONERY REQUIREMENTS
Write on single-sided paper.

SPECIAL REQUIREMENTS TO BE SUPPLIED FOR THIS EXAM
CUED approved calculator allowed.
Attachment: Module 3C8 Machine Design data sheet (12 pages).
You are allowed access to the electronic version of the Engineering Data Books.

10 minutes reading time is allowed for this paper at the start of
the exam.
The time taken for scanning/uploading answers is 15 minutes.

Your script is to be uploaded as a single consolidated pdf
containing all answers.
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1 A railway vehicle travels along a straight, horizontal railway track. The wheels of
the vehicle may be idealised as cylindrical in profile with radius 𝑟𝑤 . A load 𝑃 is carried
by each wheel and the contact modulus is 𝐸∗.

(a) Ignoring any edge effects, sketch the contact pressure distribution, marking any
salient points, for the following models of the railhead geometry:

(i) flat, and of width 𝐿 transverse to the direction of travel; [5%]

(ii) a cylinder of radius 𝑟𝑤 , with the axis of the cylinder aligned along the direction
of the track; [5%]

(iii) a cylinder of radius 3𝑟𝑤 , with the same orientation as part (ii). [10%]

(b) Describe and compare the stress distributions acting at the surfaces of both the wheel
and rail for the case described in part (a)(ii). Assume that the wheel and rail are different
grades of steel. How would your answer vary if the rails are made of aluminium alloy? [20%]

(c) This part of the question considers the contact stiffness between the wheel and the
railhead. Assume that the railhead is flat and of width 𝐿.

(i) Why is the data sheet approximation for the approach of centres for line contact
not useable for considering the approach of a cylinder to a flat surface? [5%]

(ii) Find an expression for the contact stiffness in terms of 𝐸∗, 𝑟𝑤 , 𝑃 and 𝐿, using
the following approximation for the approach (symbols as defined on the data sheet):

𝛿 ≈ 4𝑃′

𝜋

[
2
𝐸∗

(
ln

(
4𝑅
𝑏

)
− 1

2

)]
[35%]

(iii) The vehicle travels along a straight and level track. Its mass of 100 tonnes is
spread equally over 12 wheels of radius 0.5 m. The wheel-rail contact width 𝐿 is
100 mm and 𝐸∗ = 115 GPa. Calculate the contact stiffness. [10%]

(iv) The vehicle now travels along a curved section of track. Describe qualitatively
how this will affect the contact stiffness. [10%]
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2 (a) Two metal spheres of radii 𝑅1 and 𝑅2 are pressed together to form a nominal
point contact. The spheres have Young’s moduli 𝐸1 and 𝐸2 and Poisson’s ratios a1 and
a2, respectively.

(i) Explain why elastic contact between the spheres can be described by an
effective curvature 𝑅 and contact modulus 𝐸∗ as defined on the data sheet. [10%]

(ii) Show that, for elastic contact, the approach of centres of the two spheres is
proportional to the square of the mean contact pressure, and derive an expression
for the constant of proportionality in terms of 𝑅 and 𝐸∗. [10%]

(iii) Sketch a master curve, using appropriate dimensionless groups, showing the
expected variation of mean contact pressure with the approach of centres, annotating
the sketch to describe salient features. [25%]

(b) Two meshing steel spur gears, with 17 and 51 teeth, fail due to surface failure at a
pinion torque 𝑇 𝑓 . The gears have standard teeth with the addendum equal to the module
and with a pressure angle 𝜙 = 20◦. Assuming the same failure mechanism and that there
is no load sharing between tooth contacts:

(i) calculate the scaling factor if geometrically similar gears, with all dimensions
scaling including the module and addendum, are to carry an increased pinion torque
of 2𝑇 𝑓 without failing; [25%]

(ii) calculate the safe pinion torque in terms of 𝑇 𝑓 for similar gears with all
dimensions scaling by a factor of 19/17, except the module and addendum which
are both unchanged. [30%]
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3 Figure 1 shows the output characteristics of a cyclist, with the mean torque𝑇 applied
by the cyclist at the crank a function of the angular speed 𝜔 of the crank and the percentage
effort of the cyclist. The resistance to motion 𝐹 (in N) of the cyclist on level ground is
given by 𝐹 = 0.5𝑉2, where 𝑉 is the speed of the cyclist in m s−1. The crank drives the
rear wheel of radius 𝑅 = 0.35 m through a chain drive system, with the ratio Ω/𝜔 of the
wheel speed to the crank speed denoted by 𝐺. The combined mass 𝑚 of the cyclist and
bicycle is 100 kg and gravitational acceleration 𝑔 can be taken as 10 m s−2.

You must include with your solution a sketched copy of Fig. 1, which can be used as
appropriate to give answers of acceptable accuracy.

(a) Find the maximum speed on level ground that the cyclist can travel at with 100%
effort and 𝐺 = 3. [30%]

(b) Find the maximum slope that the cyclist can climb with 100% effort at a speed of
5 m s−1 with 𝐺 = 3. [20%]

(c) Estimate the minimum percentage effort that the cyclist needs to exert at a speed of
5 m s−1 on level ground, and the corresponding value of 𝐺 required. [20%]

(d) An electric motor, with output characteristics given in Fig. 2, applies a torque 𝑇𝑚

to the crank as a function of the crank speed 𝜔. Find the maximum speed that the cyclist
can now travel at on level ground at 100% effort, and the corresponding value of 𝐺. [20%]

(e) Outline different ways in which such a hybrid bicycle system with electrical and
human power inputs could be designed, commenting on relevant machine design issues. [10%]
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4 (a) (i) What is meant by the term ‘interference’ as applied to spur gear tooth
contacts? [5%]

(ii) Consider a spur gear with 𝑁 involute teeth and pitch circle radius 𝑟 meshing
with a similar gear with 3𝑁 teeth. The pressure angle 𝜙 = 20◦ and the addendum 𝑎

equals the module 𝑚 for both gears. Derive an expression for the number of teeth 𝑁

required on the smaller gear to avoid interference. [15%]

(b) Suggest gear design solutions for the following applications, outlining key features
of the gear design and explaining the reasons for the choice of solution:

(i) a sliding gate opening mechanism driven by an electric motor; [10%]

(ii) a heating control valve driven by a synchronous electric motor; [10%]

(iii) an oscillating water sprinkler system driven by flow of water. [10%]

(c) An epicyclic gear has 20 teeth on its sun wheel and 25 teeth on each of its planet
wheels. An input torque 𝑇𝑖 is applied to the sun wheel shaft, which rotates at speed Ω𝑖.
Torque 𝑇𝑖 and speed Ω𝑖 are positive in the same direction.

(i) With the annulus held fixed, what is the output torque on the planet carrier
and the restraint torque on the annulus, assuming no losses? [20%]

(ii) The annulus now rotates at 20% of the speed of the sun wheel, but in the
opposite direction. Assuming an overall efficiency of 95% and that the torque on the
annulus is unchanged from part (c)(i), find the output torque on the planet carrier in
terms of 𝑇𝑖. [30%]

END OF PAPER
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ENGINEERING TRIPOS Part IIA
Module 3C8 Data Sheet

ELASTIC CONTACT STRESS FORMULAE

Suffixes l,2refer to the two bodies in contact.

Effectivecurvature != 1 + 1

RR1 Rz

where Rt, RZ are the radii of curvature
of the two bodies (convex positive).

contact modurus I -l - '''' +l - v22
E*\82

where Et, E2 and Vy V2 are
Young's moduli and Poisson's ratios

Semi contact
width or

contact radius

Maximum contact
pressure

('Hertz stress')

Approach of
centres

Mean contact
pressure

Maximum tensile
stress

width 2b;,"ffiitrength
b-z{ry\rtz

lnE* )

Po={#\'''

6-+l+{''(+) *
.+{''(+) ;}]

Circular contact
diameter 2a; load P

lwill/3a-\-*l
r I opn *')'''po=;1-?-l

A oz 1lg Pz l1/3D- R =rl;ffij

P' Trp= %= 4po

Tmax- 0.300pg
at x-0,2=0.-l9b

zero

P2
fia- J

Tmax = Q.310 pg
at r -- 0, Z= 0.48 a for ! - 0.3

1

; (t - 2v) po at r = a, z = 0.79b
5

Mildlv elliotical contacts

If thegap atzeroloadis n=l/u'**rr' and 0.2<A/B<5 then22
ratio of semi-axes b l a = 1n rc12 13

To calculate the contact area or Hertz stress use the circular contact equations
with R=1Rn;-ll2 orbetter& =[AB(A +e)tz)-rt3
For approach use circular contact equation with R = 1Rn1-1/ 

2 lnot ffr)
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olbi 0.2

1'l

Q
Pde

Hertzian contact frictional losses

Spur gears

pitch cylinder radii
base cylinder radii
addendum cylinder radii
number of teeth

addendum a
pressure angle

Path of contact

INVOLUTE GEARING

suffix 1 or 2 base pitch
module

circumferential pitch p - TnrlN

h
&
IF

0.5 0.6 0.7
Spln pole offset

0.8 0.9
elfr

rl
rbl *,,nral

NJ
=fa-f
o

h - pcosfl
m= plTc-2rlN

ratio of contact rc

radius of curvature at pitch point p = rsin f,

| - {r'sin2 Q + a(zr * ")}t 
t 2 

- rsin p

For a standard 20" spur wheel with If
teeth of module m this becomes

*=(o.oze z4Nz +N+,)" o. 1 TtoN
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Standard tooth forms
Addendum a = /tt, Dedendur: 7n=e*,
Modules:

1.0 -4.0 mm tnA.25 mm steps
'7 .0 - 16.0 mm in 1.0 mm steps
24.0 - 45.0 mm in 3.0 mm steps

Friction in sLur gears

pressure angle = 20" .

0.3 - 1.0 mm in 0. I mm steps
4.0 -7.0 mm in 0.5 mm steps

16.0 - 24.0 mm in 2.0 mm steps
45.0 -75.0 mm in 5.0 mm steps

0.55

0.50
l.-l

E 0.45
8
.E 0.40

$ o.rs
E o.3o()() a.zs

4.20

l7O Number of teeth
1I onmatinggerrl
T7

\adapplied attip of toottr

15 17 2A 24 30 4050 80 275*
Number of teeth

Tvpical allowable tooth stresses (AGMA)

lr 1l= ttfitl-a-f' LNI Nz)

I,oad applied at highest
point of single-tooth contact

average friction loss
power transmitted

Tooth failure
Allowable bending stress o6 according to AGMA guidelines given by ou = +JM
where P7 is force per unit face-width acting tangentially to pitch circle and ,/ given in
the figure below for 20" spur gears. Typical values of o6 shown in table.

1000

Material Condition Bending fatigue
strength o, (MPa)

Surface fatigue
strength o, (MPa)

Steel

Through hardened
and tempered t70-390 590- L2A0

Carburised and case
hardened

380-480 1250-1550

Cast iron As cast 69-90 450-590
Nodular iron Quenched,

annealed and
tempered

150-300 500-800

Malleable iron Pearlitic 70-t45 500-650
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Fatigue life
L- ataz3rc lP)P

Fatigue probability Vo

Life adjust factor a,

EPICYCLIC SPEED RULE

ct = (1 + R)co" - R@u where

ROLLING ELEMENT BEARINGS

p = 3 for ball and L0l3 for roller bearings

R=4s

10

1

5

0.62

4
0.53

3

0.44

21
0.33 0.2r

Bearing choice

The information on the following pages concerning loads, viscosities and
standard bearing sizes and ratings is extracted from the SKF General Bearing Catalogue
and is copied with permission. It is SKF copyright and is not to be further reproduced.

MPFS, DJC, JAW
November 07
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Required viscosities and the effect of viscosity ratio on a?s
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Numerical answers 

Q1. (c)(iii) 7.73x108 N/m 

Q2 (b)(i) 1.26, (ii) 2.46 

Q3. Approximate answers. (a) 7.4 m/s, (b) 0.8 degrees, (c) G = 3, 30% effort, (d) 9.9 m/s, G = 2.8 

Q4. (a)(ii) 15, (c)(i) 7/2 Ti, -9/2 Ti, (ii) -15/4 Ti 
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